ADVANCED NETWORK SERVICES
FOR THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

When it comes to working with the federal government, experience doesn’t just count — it’s critical. NetCraftsmen has the expertise and proven ability to solve the intricate IT challenges unique to government agencies and ensure successful IT project outcomes.

We’re more than engineers; we’re experts

Perfectly crafted technology. That is what NetCraftsmen is all about. We’re equipped to handle your most difficult IT challenges and make sure your infrastructure is optimized to meet the requirements of today and the challenges of tomorrow.

IT performance to optimize mission focus

Whether your agency is committed to national security, justice, transportation, medical research, treasury services, or any other federal mission, you can’t concentrate on fulfilling agency objectives if you’re stalled by poor IT infrastructure performance. That’s why every NetCraftsmen solution is implemented with unmatched technological expertise, from design to development to deployment.

Federal agencies that partner with NetCraftsmen receive the following benefits:

1. IT infrastructures that are architected correctly, which ensure better, faster, and more secure citizen services — whatever your mission

2. A partner who delivers cutting-edge technologies and proven methodologies

3. A renewed focus on mission impact, recognizing technology’s role as a mission enabler

4. A partner who has built a reputation over the past 15 years as the best of the best in network architecture and design, strategic IT planning, and mission-critical technologies

Achieving cost predictability in enterprise IT operations

With Craftsmen Assurance®, a managed service offering from NetCraftsmen, our team of engineers crafts strategic plans for federal agencies’ infrastructure, then intensively monitors and manages those IT components. We keep your infrastructure operations updated and running efficiently, so your agency can avoid unexpected costs that may hinder the progress of critical projects.

NetCraftsmen’s network solutions have provided value to the U.S. Senate, U.S. House of Representatives, Capitol Police, Government Publishing Office, Congressional Budget Office, Library of Congress, IRS, VA, GSA, USPTO, GAO, SSA, NIH, Justice, SSA, and others.

Email: info@NetCraftsmen.com
Phone: 888-804-1717
To learn more, visit us at netcraftsmen.com.
NETCRAFTSMEN PRACTICE AREAS

**Infrastructure**

The rapid transformation of how Americans interact with business, news, entertainment, and other services has radically changed citizen expectations of how they should be able to interact with government. Well-designed network infrastructure plays a critical role in serving U.S. citizens by improving operational efficiency and balancing flexibility, functionality, connectivity, and cost. As legacy systems are phased out and the Federal Government’s IT modernization imperative gains momentum, NetCraftsmen Infrastructure solutions can equip agencies with efficient and secure IT environments, and help them adapt to the needs of a modern, digital world.

**Security**

The Federal Government has an unprecedented opportunity to reap the rewards of transforming its legacy data environment into a modern data environment while maintaining privacy, compliance, and security. NetCraftsmen is committed to network design that minimizes vulnerability. We understand that security today goes far beyond standing up a firewall. We approach security from an infrastructure perspective, making sure the enterprise architecture is correctly designed to minimize risk.

**Data Center**

NetCraftsmen is Cisco ACI and VMWare NSX Certified and provides expertise in managed services, network technologies, and organizational applications that impact planning, designing, consolidating, implementing, and optimizing federal data centers. NetCraftsmen aligns our data center offerings with the Federal Data Consolidation Initiative, which focuses on reducing data center footprints, costs, and redundancy, as well as promoting consolidation, efficiency, and sustainability.

**Cloud**

Cloud readiness is a meticulous process of incrementally adjusting network, security, applications, and data center processes and designs. This foundation makes it possible to prepare an agency’s network for use of private, public, and hybrid cloud environments. NetCraftsmen cloud readiness assessments help agencies determine the viability of any cloud-based implementation, providing guidance and expertise that can save expense and frustration without overlooking security demands.

**Unified Communications**

NetCraftsmen designs, develops, and deploys advanced unified communications networks that combine voice, data, video, and collaboration applications into a single, elegant architecture.

**Virtualization**

NetCraftsmen understands how to develop and deploy virtual machines that transform your organization's network infrastructure. We can help you understand how virtualization can benefit your agency, as well as the impact of your investment weighed against support of your critical organizational applications.